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Returning to Nursing School as an Adult Learner
Finding time to achieve a dream while dealing with adult responsibilities is daunting. Often, a
metaphor like “juggling” is used to describe the myriad time-consuming demands of a
person’s life. This seems unfair, given that juggling is a highly developed skill in itself. What’s
really needed for adult learners returning to nursing school is a plan, flexibility, and support.

Struggling with juggling: Your path to nursing school success

Here’s a test for a corporate accountant or a
time-management expert: Study a single,
working mom’s life and explain how she can go
back to school and achieve her nursing career
goal.

Let’s put quality of life aside for a moment (or
much longer), and think about childcare.
Expensive, time-consuming and nerve-wracking
for many. By the way, where’s the complete
budget? Finances are finite, to say the least,
right?

The struggle to juggle. We get it.

Then there’s the question of what it is you’re juggling. The many faces of you? Parent,
Worker, Family Problem-Solver, Cook, Emotional-Support Expert, Homework Advisory
Service Provider, Bedtime Book Reader. Take your pick, or make your own list.

Either way, you’re juggling a long list of demands. And time isn’t on your side. Like you, it
doesn’t stop moving. Unlike you, it doesn’t have a breaking point. And that’s an issue.

A key issue.

At this point, we can either start the “Mission Impossible,” movie music, or look for a sensible
solution. A straight path, offering simple steps.
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Live and learn: Turning demands into on-demand

The phrase “live and learn” refers to a negative
experience we learn from, before moving on, a bit more
weighed down and a bit closer to wisdom (allegedly).
Here at Achieve Test Prep, we like to turn these things
on their heads.

“Live and learn” here means living your full life while
studying, learning and achieving. The key is flexibility.
No, not yet another demand on you to somehow be more
flexible than you already are.

Demands? OK. I demand a break!

We mean an on-demand learning plan that’s designed to work for you.

In your own time.
When you feel ready.
Give yourself five minutes.
How are you feeling?

OK? OK.

Still, flexibility is great but all those life-demands have made you rusty. You can’t just jump
back in and start swimming. What you can do is take live virtual classes, taught by
experienced nurses in real time, and get yourself up to speed, stress-free:

➢ Log on to live sessions from the comfort of your home
➢ Spend three hours of learning per session, honing your skills
➢ Get any questions you have answered on the spot
➢ Choose lessons in the day, evening or weekend

Oh, and all sessions are recorded for convenience, so that everything else in your life won’t
become an inconvenience.

Being happy and alert helps you absorb knowledge. That’s why around 95% of our clients
pass their exams. Learning exactly what they need to know to pass their tests makes
on-demand learning completely anti-stress.

So if you need to prepare for admission tests like the TEAS and NCLEX, or get
individualized study plans based on diagnostic assessments, or anything else tailored to
your needs, we provide support as and when you want it.

We are not accredited. We are not a school. We are an expert educational support system,
designed to bring flexibility and focus together in your busy life and in your pursuit of
success.
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Working mom, Rut Arroyo, is one of thousands of success stories and can explain her
experience much better than we can:

Rut Arroyo, West New York, New Jersey

“With The College Network then Excelsior College on my own,
I had no direction and no idea what I was supposed to study

or what was important to pass the exams.
Achieve has a Free Online course to try things out.

I took it and loved it!

“I needed condensed study material and guidance to help me
and that’s what I found with Achieve. Easy to understand study material,
virtual once a week classes in the comfort of my home, and live teachers

and tutors to help you understand the material.”

Achieve Test Prep: Support means success

Textbooks are expensive! We provide them for free, along with all instruction materials,
tailored to exactly what you need to know to pass your exam. Offering most RN courses, we
also provide a customized clinical prep program that gives hands-on training. This means we
ship you a kit with the equipment required:

➢ Syringes
➢ IVs
➢ IV practice arm

Once you’re set up, we’ll connect you to one of our RN Instructors via webcam who will
watch as you demonstrate your skills.

And if you don’t have a webcam, we’ll send that, too!

Of course, this is a brief overview of our services and support. If you want to learn more
about how we make learning easy, take your first simple step today!
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